Online Spend up
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The remarkable momentum of the
Irish online economy continued
unabated in Q1 2015.
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Consumer
spend online
was up an
exceptional
53% YOY.
This increase in spend is the
result of a 26% increase in
website traffic combined
with and average spend per
visit increasing by 21%.

Average spend per visit
increased by 30%.
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Traffic Profile is Changing

Desktop traffic has grown in real terms
but its traffic share has dropped from
58% to 48%. By contrast, tablet has
stayed steady in terms of traffic
share at 18% while mobile has surged
from 24% of traffic to 34% of traffic.
The figures suggest that most of the
people who will own a tablet, now
have one. Mobile usage continues
to power ahead, eating into desktop’s
share. Google made news last week
(21/4/2015) by updating its ranking
algorithm to give preference to mobile
optimised sites in its rankings for
mobile searches. The move, which
was announced in advance, has been
nicknamed “Mobilegeddon” and has
caused a flurry of activity globally
as businesses seek to optimise their
websites for mobile devices in order
to avoid losing valuable mobile traffic.
It is highy unusual for Google to announce an algorithm update in
advance. If you follow Google’s share price you will be aware that mobile
traffic is very close to the hearts (and wallets) of Google’s shareholders.
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The “75% of money spent online goes abroad” stat has been
doing the rounds for quite some time now. It’s a concerning figure, but
the fact that Ireland represents a miniscule ¼ of a percent of the global
economy, suggests that we should be paying at least equal attention
to how our Irish online businesses are doing internationally.
Many Irish businesses find that their growth suddenly grinds to a
shuddering halt when they hit the ceiling of their Irish market opportunity
due to our relatively tiny domestic market. This so called “Irish Problem”
has never been more surmountable.

The word wide web means there
are far fewer boundries to trading
internationally in 2015.

Solving “the Irish
problem” via the
world wide web
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On average, 43% of revenue from participant websites is from outside
Ireland. This figure is skewed by the travel industry which, as one might
expect, enjoys a sky high 72% of revenue generated internationally.
Our retail particpants are generating a significant 33% of their revenue
from international customers, with 1 in 4 making the majority of their
revenue from international sources. This high performance 1 in 4 offers
a glimpse into the most extensive of growth opportunities for Irish
businesses.
We dove into the performance of these high performing export
websites to identify the common factors among them.

Here’s what we found:

Focused
Efforts:

It’s a
Long-Term
Game:
The high performers
have been trading
internationally for
more than 3 years.

They typically have
1-2 major export
markets generating
the lion’s share
of revenue then
a longtail of approx
40-50 markets
generating small
amounts of revenue.
It appears this
longtail occurs
organically and
provides useful
insights into what
the next major
export market
might be.

Translation
Necessary?
Remarkably, the
majority of the high
performing websites
in the study have
not translated their
websites, yet they
are making sales in
multiple non-english
speaking countries.

Google
Makes
The World
Wide Web
Go Round:
Search, and in
particular paid
search, was the most
important source of
traffic and revenue
in export markets for
both new entrants
and those with a
long established
presence.

flipside of the “75% of money spent online goes abroad” stat is that
IN the
there are export markets far bigger than ours, ready to spend money
CONCLUSION, with the Irish businesses bold enough to enter them.

Wolfgang Digital
measured the growth
in online shopping
by comparing e-commerce

The

data from three quarters:
Q1 2015 to Q1 in 2014,
and Q1 2015 to Q4 2015.
We analysed traffic and
revenue. The e-commerce
websites that took part in
the study are in the retail
and travel verticals, with
a combined revenue
in excess of €80 million
in 2013.
This represents 2% of the
€4 billion e-commerce
market in Ireland – a very
healthy sample size.

Mothercare
Lifestyle Sports
The Kilkenny Shop
Littlewoods Ireland
McElhinneys
VOYA
The Guinness Storehouse
Surf Holidays
Camino Ways
Abbey Travel

Contributing companies include:
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Wolfang Digital, the digital marketing scientists, are a dublin based
digital marketing agency. They are current holders of the “Best Agency
Award” in Ireland and recently won the coveted “Grand Prix” prize in
the European Search Awards in Berlin.

Wolfgang Digital offer a range of digital marketing services
and are particularly adept at helping businesses boost their
online revenue. If you want to talk to us drop an email to
brendan@wolfgangdigital.com
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